
Exercise Set #28 
Answers to Odd-Numbered Exercises 

28-1 (a) Since the hypothesis test concerns the comparison 
of the mean for more than two populations with 
independent random samples, a one-way ANOVA 
should be performed. 

 
 (b) 
 
 
 
 

    
Since f2, 12 = 5.00 and f2, 12; 0.05 = 3.89, we have 
sufficient evidence to reject H0 .  We conclude 
that there is at least one difference in mean length 
of fish among North Lake, Blue Lake, and 
Harvey Lake (0.01 < p-value < 0.05).  Since H0 is 
rejected, further analysis is needed to identify 
which means are different. 

   
 



28-1 – continued 
 (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
  Statement of Results: 

With α = 0.05, we conclude that the following 
statistically significant differences exist in mean 
length of fish among the lakes: 
the mean length of fish is larger for North Lake 
than for Harvey Lake. 

 
(d) multiple box plots  -  Since length of fish is a 

quantitative variable, three box plots, one for each 
lake, is an appropriate graphical display. 

 
(e) Since H0 is rejected, the Type I error is possible, 

which is concluding that at least one mean is 
different when actually µN = µB = µH . 

 
(f) H0 would not have been rejected with α = 0.01 but 

would have been rejected with α = 0.10. 
 

(g) The presence of one or more outliers in the data 
would suggest that the f statistic may not be 
appropriate. 

 



28-3 (a) Since the hypothesis test concerns the comparison 
of the mean for more than two populations with 
independent random samples, a one-way ANOVA 
should be performed. 

 
 (b) 
 
 
 
 

   
Since f3, 20 = 4.48 and f3, 20; 0.05 = 3.10, we have 
sufficient evidence to reject H0 .  We conclude 
that there is at least one difference in mean 
penetration weight of water among the four 
brands of paper towels (0.01 < p-value < 0.05).  
Since H0 is rejected, further analysis is needed to 
identify which means are different. 

   
 



28-3 - continued 
 (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
  Statement of Results: 

With α = 0.05, we conclude that the following 
statistically significant differences exist in mean 
penetration weight of water: 
the mean height is larger for Econ than for Tuff. 

 
(d) multiple box plots  -  Since penetration weight of 

water is a quantitative variable, three box plots, 
one for each brand of paper towel, is an 
appropriate graphical display. 

 
(e) Since H0 is rejected, the Type I error is possible, 

which is concluding that at least one mean is 
different when actually µT = µE = µC = µS .  

(f) H0 would not have been rejected with α = 0.01 but 
would have been rejected with α = 0.10. 

 
(g) The presence of one or more outliers in the data 

would suggest that the f statistic may not be 
appropriate. 

 



28-5 (a) A one-way ANOVA requires more than one 
random sample of observations on a quantitative 
variable, but this data consist of one random 
sample of observations of a qualitative variable 
(ice cream flavor). 

 
(b) If the manager’s belief that the five flavors 

(chocolate, vanilla, strawberry, peach, and banana) 
are equally preferred is true, then among 200 
randomly selected customers, we expect to 
observe close to 40 of each flavor favored, since 
(0.2)(200) = 40. 

 
28-7 (a) A one-way ANOVA requires more than one 

random sample of observations on a quantitative 
variable, but this data consist of one random 
sample of observations of a qualitative variable 
(toothpaste brand). 

 
(b) If the salesman’s belief is true that 35% of all 

consumers prefer Whito, 30% prefer Nocav, 25% 
prefer Cheepo, and 10% prefer other brands, then 
among 830 randomly selected consumers, we 
expect to observe close to 
290 or 291 consumers who prefer Whito (since 
(0.35)(830) = 290.5), 
249 consumers prefer who Nocav (since 
(0.30)(830) = 249), 
207 or 208 consumers who prefer Cheepo (since 
(0.25)(830) = 207.5), and 
83 consumers who prefer other brands (since 
(0.10)(830) = 83). 


